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Director’s Report
The 2014/15 Financial
Year was full of
celebration and
milestones!
Our biggest milestone
was our 10th birthday.
We certainly at no time
in our early years
contemplated this point;
we survived from year to
year. But as we established
our foundations with a
stronger Board, business
and strategic vision, and
governance processes,
we made it.
Of course anyone can have grand ideas, but those
can’t be accomplished without hard work,
determination, enthusiasm and commitment to see as
many children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) as possible reach their potential regardless of
their ﬁnancial circumstance. The personnel involved
over the years in the form of staff, Boa d, volunteers
and supporters is numerous and overwhelming.
We marked this occasion with our 10th Anniversary
Ball on Saturday, 28 November 2014.
Celebrated at the MCG Members’ Dining Room
with Patron Tom Gleisner as MC, parent speakers,
entertainment plus a marvelous auction, it was
certainly a night to remember with so many of our
supporters over 10 years making the effo t to come
along, kick up their heels and celebrate!
Today, we are assisting over 50 children annually
through the combination of early intervention, school
behavioural support and social skills programs;
have graduated 48 children from our early
intervention (EI) programs, 46% of them subsidized;
and raised over $1.45 million in subsidy funding
so that children with ASD from families in ﬁnancial
need could access our services.
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While we’re grateful to have gotten this far, now that
we’re here we realize that our work is far from over.
Many children with autism and their families still
require support and will for some time to come.
The NDIS will provide very welcome funding and is
generating considerable change within the autism
community. Throughout those changes, we intend to
continue focusing on the most important priority:
helping as many children with autism become as
productive and independent as possible.
This includes collaborating with other organisations
working in this sector. We are passionate about
open dialogue with peak bodies, including ABIA
and AMAZE, and other ABA service providers
throughout Victoria and interstate.
But even with the NDIS, many families with children
needing more intensive levels will require ﬁnancial
assistance. Its three-year rollout, which doesn’t start
Victoria-wide until July 2016, also means that many
children with autism will have lived their formative
preschool years—the years when intensive
ABA therapy has its biggest impact—before they
can even access its funding.
As the only service provider that proactively
fundraises to subsidise ABA-based assistance for
children with ASD from families in ﬁnancial need,
this situation means that we will need to maintain
our fundraising efforts well into the future.
For all of these children and their families,
we will keep trying to raise as much subsidy
funding as we possibly can.
Together, we can make a diffe ence.
Mary Muirhead, OAM — Director

Learning for Life in a Snapshot
Our Mission
To provide Applied Behavioural Analysis
(ABA) based services to children with
autism to help them reach their full
potential, regardless of their ﬁnancial
circumstances.

Why We Do It
• ABA-based therapy is the most effecti

e
early intervention for helping children with
ASD reach their potential: ABA’s effectiveness
is supported by nearly 30 years of clinical
research. The Australian Government’s
‘Guidelines for Good Practice’ for children with
ASD acknowledges ABA as the only effe tive
early intervention therapy based on established
research evidence.
However, because ABA involves one-on-one
therapy to a child for up to 40 hours/week
for an average of two years, its total costs
(approximately $200K) make it extremely
expensive for many families, and prohibitively
expensive for those in ﬁnancial need.

their child’s challenging behaviours.
Sibling development can also lose priority
as parents focus on their high-needs child.

• The social cost of not delivering this therapy
far outweighs the cost of an intensive early
intervention program: Based on data in the
2012 Synergies Economic Consulting study,
intensive early intervention can potentially save
up to $2 million over an ASD person’s lifetime.

How We Do It
L4Life provides best-practice services that
address the multiple needs of children with autism
and their families in metropolitan Melbourne and,
increasingly, rural Victoria.
To help ensure that our programs are of the highest
quality, we train our therapists in the US-based
Lovaas Institute’s Certiﬁcation Training Program.
A globally recognised, pioneering organisation in
ABA research and therapy delivery, the Lovaas
Institute is our senior consulting body. Children in
L4Life’s early intervention programs receive
consulting support from the Lovaas Institute and
from our highly experienced senior therapist staff

• Without this therapy, these children are at
signiﬁcant risk of poor life outcomes:
Unemployment rates for people with ASD are
approximately 65% compared to 6% for the
general population. These individuals are also
over-represented in the homeless population
and in the justice system.

• Without access to this therapy, these
children’s other family members are also
at signiﬁcant risk of poorer life outcomes:
Autism is associated with increased mental
and physical health problems amongst parents
and lower overall family wellbeing.
Parents experience higher divorce rates,
income loss and greater social isolation due to
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Our key services are:

• Intensive, home-based, early intervention
ABA-based programs for preschool children
with ASD, delivered via our Full-Service Model
(FSM) or Workshop Model (WSM). With the
FSM, L4Life designs the child’s program, recruits
and trains the child’s therapist team, organises all
therapists’ visits and provides ongoing program
supervision, reviews and adjustments.
With the WSM, L4Life designs the child’s
program, trains the therapist team that is
recruited and organised by the family, and
supervises the program’s ongoing delivery.
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• School Behavioural Support Program to help
children with ASD, their families and schools
develop strategies that will give these children
the strongest opportunity for success within
their educational environment, while also
addressing individual family and school
considerations.

• Two social skills programs: the Ready, Set, Go
Kinder Readiness Program to help prepare
preschool children with ASD for Kinder, and the
Secret Agent Society Social Skills Program to
improve the emotional understanding for
8 to 12 year olds with high-functioning ASD.

• Psychological services and assessments
supporting children with ASD and their families.
Importantly, through our Fair Access Program (FAP)
we subsidise our early intervention ABA programs
for preschool children with ASD from ﬁnancially
disadvantaged families. L4Life is the only Victorian ABA
service provider that subsidises intensive, early
intervention, home-based ABA programs.
We raise these subsidies through private donations,
fundraising events and grants. Approximately 40% of
our early intervention children are in FAP annually.

Ensuring the provision of ABA therapy to children
with ASD involves more than focusing on our own
service delivery. It also requires building awareness
within the public and private sectors about this
therapy’s effe tiveness, and building the broader
ASD community’s capacity to deliver that therapy.
To these ends, L4Life has been collecting assessment
test results and sessional data on almost all of its early
intervention children to conduct outcome research.
It also provides ABA therapist development to the
broader community by delivering training via the
Autism Behavioural Intervention Association (ABIA)
and L4Life’s University Work Placement Program.

Our Growth: 2004–2015
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Autism and the Potential

The Facts:

1 in 100: autism prevalence in Australia

55,000

Estimated number of
Victorians with autism

Ratio of boys to girls
diagnosed with autism

65%

4:1

Approximate unemployment
rate for individuals with
autism versus approximately
6% for the general population

Sources: AMAZE (formerly Autism Victoria), Australian Bureau of Statistics
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Impact of Early Intervention

Potential savings with
early intervention (in 2012 $):
1

$1,119,000

$350,000

Average increase in productivity
over a person with autism’s
working life if they have
a full-time job instead of
being unemployed

Average increase in productivity
over 20 years if a carer can
return to work for
15 hours/week

$619,000

$145,000

2

Average increase in productivity
over a person with autism’s
working life if they have a
full-time job at the average wage
instead of at minimum wage

Average savings in education
costs over 12 years of schooling
if a child attends a mainstream
school unaided instead of
a special school

$419,000
Average increase in productivity
over a person with autism’s working
life if they have a full-time job instead
of a part-time job
Source: Synergies Economic Consulting, Summary of Beneﬁts from 2012 Report 3

Caveat: Autism is a lifelong condition.

Although nearly 30 years of clinical research supports Early
Intervention’s effecti eness in helping individuals with autism become
as functional as possible, additional support may be necessary to
manage issues that may arise throughout phases of their lives.
1. Estimates are gross savings based on an intensive, integrated 35 hours/week program delivered over two years in a specialised centre at a total cost of $86,000.
2. Calculated as 35 years
3. Given the relatively recent use of Early Intervention to treat individuals with autism, data on long-term outcomes is limited. These are best estimates based on what is currently known about Early Intervention and it impacts.
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Our 2014/15 Focus Areas & Achievements

Delivering best-practice ABA therapy
is fundamental to our mission.
In addition to adhering to the Australian
Government’s early intervention guidelines,
we stay up-to-date on the most recent
ASD and ABA research and translate that
information into therapy delivery through a
ﬂexible choice of models. We reinforce the
calibre of our therapy delivery through expert
consultancy support from the US-based
Lovaas Institute—a pioneering organisation
in ASD/ABA research and therapy
development—and by training our staff usin
the Lovaas Certiﬁcation Training modules.
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We believe that factoring in family needs is also
crucial to providing best-practice therapy. We listen
carefully to families’ concerns and empower them
through training to support their children’s therapy
and ongoing development.
Under the guidance of the Best-Practice ABA Therapy
Delivery Subcommittee—made up of our Clinical
Director Emma Miller, Co-patron and Co-founder
Dr Amanda Sampson, Psychologist, Research
Coordinator and Program Supervisor Sarah Wood, and
Clinical Consultant and Business Manager Pam Roy—
L4Life in FY 2014/15 continued, and expanded, its
provision of high calibre, ABA-based services that address
the multiple needs of children with ASD and their families.

Focus 1: Best-Practice Therapy Delivery
Our Services

Workshop Model (WSM)

Intensive, Early Intervention,
ABA-based Therapy

For families preferring a more self-managed approach
to their child’s ABA program, we offer the WSM
This model is the same as the FSM except that the
family recruits, employs and organises the therapist
team. L4Life designs the child’s program, undertakes
ongoing program reviews and adjustments and
provides ongoing training for the therapist team.
Through the WSM, families also learn effe tive
ABA strategies that they can use within their
home environment and beyond.

L4Life offers t o models for delivering intensive,
early intervention, ABA-based therapy to preschool
children with ASD: the Full-Service Model and the
Workshop Model.

Full-Service Model (FSM)
The FSM is L4Life’s primary therapeutic delivery
model. In FY 2014/15, we delivered this model to
24 children.
Families already dealing with the challenges of a
special needs child can ﬁnd organising an
ABA program overwhelming. The FSM’s major
advantage is that it relieves families of this burden
by being a ‘one stop’ service. L4Life provides a
complete ABA program to the child, usually within
their home. In addition to conducting the therapy
itself, we design the child’s program, recruit and
train the child’s therapist team, organise all of the
therapists’ visits and undertake ongoing program
reviews and adjustments. We also work directly
with the family so they can learn and reinforce
effe tive ABA strategies within their home
environment and beyond.

In FY 2014/15, we increased the number of families
undertaking the WSM from eight to 10.
An important strategic goal for L4Life is to expand
our services into regional Victoria. Of our early
intervention programs, this is our model of choice for
rural expansion. Because it depends on the fortnightly
mobility of a L4Life Program Supervisor instead of the
daily mobility of a L4Life therapist team, the WSM is a
cost-efficient del ery channel into country Victoria.

Based on individual clinical recommendations,
children two years old and over undertake programs
that progressively build up to 25 hours to 40 hours
per week of therapy. For children under two years
old, L4Life provides up to 10 hours a week of therapy
with the focus on parent training and support.
In FY 2014/15, ﬁve children graduated from the
FSM. Four of these children transitioned into
mainstream schools at the kinder or primary school
levels, and one child transitioned into a dual
placement (part-time at a mainstream Catholic
school and part-time at an autism-speciﬁc school).
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Lovaas Institute Consulting Support
We continue to access the invaluable guidance and
expertise of the US-based Lovaas Institute.
The Lovaas Institute has been our senior consulting
body since our beginning. We are in regular contact
with Lovaas’s President and CEO, Scott Wright,
via phone, email, Skype or Facetime, sharing video
footage, as needed, for his immediate feedback.

Ready, Set, Go
Kinder Readiness Program (RSG)
Children undertaking the FSM or WSM and their
preschool siblings can participate in the Ready, Set,
Go Kinder Readiness (RSG) Program. Under the
guidance of kindergarten teacher Cath Gleisner and
L4Life Director Mary Muirhead, L4Life conducted
RSG through Term 4 2014 with eight L4Life children
and two siblings at the Bellevue Kindergarten in
North Balwyn.
In a real kinder setting, RSG conducts a typical kinder
routine of inside/outside play, music games, snack
and story time for three hours. With L4Life therapist
staff assistance, preschool children practise
age-appropriate social interaction, direction following,
task completion and activity-changing skills to facilitate
their adjustment to the social and structural
challenges of mainstream kinder. The presence of
‘typical’ siblings provides the multiple beneﬁts of
presenting age-appropriate behaviour for the children
with ASD to model, building acceptance and
constructive skills among the typical children towards
their ASD siblings, and giving parents respite.
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We endeavour to secure funding so that Scott can
visit us annually to conduct individual full-session
observations and consultations for our children in a
FSM or WSM program and their families. In June 2015,
thanks to a grant from the Grace and Emilio
Foundation, Scott was able to come to Melbourne and
consult with each of our FSM families and ﬁve of our
WSM families over 10 days. He also conducted oneon-one training with each of our Program Supervisors
and delivered a full therapist staff orkshop to review
programming intensity and rationale.
Scott’s consulting support is in addition to the regular
clinical expertise that our children, families and
therapists receive from Pam Roy, L4Life’s Clinical
Consultant and Business Manager. Pam is also a longtime Lovaas associate and a L4Life co-founder.

School Behavioural Support
Program (SBSP)
In FY 2014/15, L4Life’s SBSP continued to support
children in primary school. We provide this program
for children who have completed a L4Life program
and children from the wider ASD community.
We will be expanding this program into secondary
schools in the next ﬁnancial year.
With the SBSP, a L4Life Program Supervisor
observes the child’s progress in the classroom and
advises the teacher, school and family on best
classroom strategies for assisting that child.
The supervisor also provides professional
development to the classroom teacher and the
wider school community as needed.
In FY 2014/15, the SBSP supported 22 children
across 19 Melbourne schools. Of these
22 children, eight had completed a L4Life program.
The others were from the wider ASD community
who had accessed the service independently or
via their school. Additionally, L4Life supervisors
conducted training sessions in positive behaviour
support for teachers and support staff t two
kindergartens and one school.

‘Our association with L4Life has grown into an
exemplary partnership where the ideal team
approach to a child’s education has been
developed. Through guidance from Emma
(L4Life’s Clinical Director) and her team,
we have built a process for the inclusion of
children where clear goals are agreed to by
parents, teachers, therapists, psychologists,
OTs, speech therapists, etc. Bialik College’s role
in all this is, first and foremost, the provision of a
mainstream, culturally and socially appropriate
environment in which the many goals for a child
can be worked toward in the “real world” with all
its (the world’s) attendant problems.
The beauty of the partnership and the key to its
success has been the openness and flexibility of
all involved. Opportunities are taken when and
where they present themselves; all children are
involved in both class-wide and targeted programs;
children are seen as teachers as well as learners;
and all adults are seen as learners. We see that
we are “all in this together”, so every success is a
shared one, and each challenge (read: problem or
issue) is a puzzle to be figured out.
Having L4Life as such an integral part of one of
our classrooms has been a gift to the school
as a whole, the individual class, its teachers and,
ultimately, to the entire school community.’
— Deborah Reed,
Student Services Co-ordinator,
Bialik College
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Rural Expansion
In FY 2014/15, through the SBSP, L4Life made its ﬁrst
signiﬁcant inroads into country Victoria. It established
the SBSP in two rural schools: one in Alexandra and
the other in Bendigo. It also launched a staff trainin
pilot program at Lanceﬁeld Primary School.
Students with ASD can create demands on teachers
who do not necessarily have the skills to meet them.
This is particularly true in rural areas where resources
are thinner. At Lanceﬁeld Primary, L4Life Supervisor
Carlie McGough, with support from Clinical
Consultant and Business Manager Pam Roy, has been
training all 12 Lanceﬁeld Primary staff member
(teachers, administrative staff and overnment aides)
in effe tive behavioural strategies.
The pilot’s goals are to empower staff with the ools
to 1) help their students with ASD achieve their
educational and social potential; 2) effe tively interact
with these students’ parents; and 3) build the school
community’s overall awareness and sensitivity around
ASD. As part of this training, Carlie is also teaching
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staff h w they can extend behavioural strategies
beyond their students with ASD to promote
constructive behaviours amongst their ‘typically
developing’ students.
Feedback on the pilot has been very positive and
L4Life intends to extend this program to more rural
schools in the next ﬁnancial year.

Psychological Assessment Delivery
Thanks to a private donation at the end of
FY 2013/14, in FY 2014/15 we were able to launch
psychological assessments for children already
diagnosed with ASD as well as counselling support
for these children and their families.
These assessments include the Vineland Adaptive
Behaviour Scales, the Wechsler Preschool and
Primary Scale of Intelligence IV and the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children IV. L4Life Psychologist
Sarah Wood, B.A., P.G. Dip. Psych, M.Ed. Psych,
M.A.P.S is delivering these services. In FY 2014/15,
she provided assessments for eight children.

Secret Agent Society Social
Skills Program (SAS)
As our earliest L4Life children advance
through primary and into secondary school,
we have become more aware of the
challenges children with autism can confront
in late childhood and adolescence. To help
these children cope with this potentially fragile
period, we launched SAS in Term 2 of 2015.
This revolutionary social skills program is
designed to improve the emotional
understanding and social skills of 8 to 12 year
olds with high-functioning ASD. Developed by
the Queensland-based Social Skills Training
Institute and gaining popularity worldwide,
SAS teaches these children crucial skills,
including how to: recognise emotions in
themselves and others; express feelings in
appropriate ways; start, continue and end
conversations and play activities with others;
cope with feelings of anger and anxiety;
manage bullying; handle new situations; and
ask for help when needed.
Three boys made up our inaugural group.
We look forward to expanding this program
both in-house and to schools in the coming year.

‘Every Thursday for 10 weeks Charlie worked hard as a
participant in his Secret Agent Society Social Skills
program. Along with two other boys his age, he learned
some amazing stuff—reading social cues and body
language, understanding his own body’s response to
anxiety or anger, relaxation strategies, play skills, social
and conversation skills, how to be a good friend and
what to do when confused or things go wrong.
Completely amazeballs and so valuable for him, for us
as a family and for his school participation.
But the BEST thing of the whole program is the
relationships forged between three gorgeous boys who,
in spite of their various challenges, gave every bit of the
SAS program a red-hot go. When the boys came back
together for their three-month review after completing
SAS, they celebrated with a little party with their
siblings and presentation of their SAS medals.
It was obvious that their skills had grown enormously
and it was lovely to watch them be together and delight
in each other’s company. So proud of them all.’
— Sue, mum of Charlie
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Training
Staff Training and Support
As part of our quality assurance, we train all of
our therapists in the Lovaas training curriculum.
Our training program is comprehensive and
includes the evaluation of performance-based
objectives relevant to the implementation of
behavioural intervention for children with autism.
So, while there is a stringent academic component
to each level of certiﬁcation, the larger component
of the process requires a demonstration of skills
learned through theory.
The job of an ABA therapist can be very rewarding,
particularly witnessing the life-changing impact of
their hard work on a child’s development.
But this work can also be isolating and require

considerable resilience. To help ensure therapist staff
stay connected and supported, we have a Therapist
Mentor Program to ensure that guidance is regularly
available for therapists. On the social side,
we conduct several staff-wide vents annually.
In FY 2014/15, our Chief Happiness Offic ,
Samantha Boyle, organised an Amazing Race-style
event where therapists raced around Balwyn in teams
to complete challenges. Therapists also gathered for
two lots of staff drinks and a Chri tmas get together.

Parent Training
A parent’s ability to interact as effe tively as possible
with their child is crucial to their own wellbeing as
well as their child’s. For this reason, we strive to equip
parents with ABA-based skills that they can continue
applying in their therapists’ absence and after the end
of their child’s program. Conducted by our Program
Supervisors over three hours, this training
demonstrates the teaching process and behaviour
management skills we use, and is in addition to the
individualised support we give parents throughout
their children’s programs. We offer this training o
parents at least once annually and encourage all of
our families with a child enrolled in the FSM or WSM
to attend. In FY 2014/15, we conducted two Parent
Theory Training sessions.

University Work Placement
Program
L4Life’s University Work Placement Program aims
to provide students with an in-depth understanding
of the job requirements of a behaviour therapist
working with children with ASD, and the
effe tiveness of early intervention, ABA-based
programs.
Through this program, we provide students
with theoretical and practical training under
psychologist and program supervisor monitoring.
Within therapy sessions, we give students
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Carol Barclay, Office Manager; Clinical Director, Emma Miller; Supervisors, Claire Taptil and Samantha Boyle;
Therapist and Timetable Coordinator, Jodi Harris.

responsibilities that include data collection, setting up
program materials, participating in speciﬁc learning
activities for the children and playing with them to
improve their social engagement.

Since its beginning, L4Life has had a strong
partnership with ABIA, together working to build
community training in, and awareness of,
ABA therapy and its effe tiveness.

In FY 2014/15, three Deakin students—
two undertaking psychology degrees and one
undertaking a counselling degree—participated,
attending 15 days each of placement.

We delivered the three-day Level 1 Therapist
Training course on two occasions. We also continued
the Making it Work course, delivering it six times.
In its third year, this one-day professional
development program focuses on training early
childhood educators, teachers and integration aides
on strategies and programs to help them effe tively
teach, and interact with, children with ASD.
Additionally, we conducted eight Education
Workshops and one Social Skills Workshop for
educators, potential therapists, parents and anyone
else interested in learning more about ABA,
as well as three Parent Information Sessions.

ABIA training
In FY 2014/15, L4Life senior staff conti ued to
provide training to the wider ASD community by
delivering several training modules for the Autism
Behavioural Intervention Association (ABIA).
ABIA provides training, education and support to
parents, carers, and professionals working with
children with ASD.
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Focus 2: Stable Organisational Management,
We started our 10th year of operations
with a single focus: Growth.
The work completed the previous year, with the
support of our major supporters, established strong
management structures, disciplines and a solid
ﬁnancial position—key components for growth.
But with the changing landscape in the disability
sector, particularly with the impending NDIS rollout
and increasingly limited philanthropic funding,
navigating this growth cautiously and with as much
information as possible is imperative.
As L4Life grows within this increasingly complex and
sophisticated sector, our understanding of, and
adherence to, governance regulations and processes
is crucial as well. The FY 2014/15 saw us
concentrating on all of these areas so we can move
forward steadily and increase the number of children
with ASD and their families we assist.

Strategic Planning
for the Future
With these challenges in mind, the Board and key
L4Life stakeholders came together in February
2015 for a Strategic Planning Workshop, kindly
facilitated pro-bono by Todd Beavis of Project
Malakai. The workshop’s purpose was to step
back and think about where we have come from,
and be clear about where we are going. It gave us
the opportunity to review some fundamental
strategic questions—such as, what we stand for,
who we serve, what we do and how we do it.
We were excited by the workshop’s outputs, which
allowed us to agree and focus on key strategic areas:

1. Growth through expansion of
our services
• Our home-based, Full-Service Program:
as a niche offering th t we ﬁrmly believe
delivers best outcomes for pre-school aged
children with ASD, the FSM will remain our
core service. Our goal is to deliver this bestpractice therapy to more families in response
to the anticipated increase in demand resulting
from the NDIS’s rollout, which should make
this therapy more accessible ﬁnancially.

• School Behavioural Support Program (SPSP):
we intend to expand this service to schools in
metropolitan Melbourne and rural Victoria from
a current level of 19 to 31 over the next ﬁve
years. This service will have two components.
The ﬁrst is our current individual student
support service that we have been delivering to
children with ASD since 2010. The second is the
Back row: Dr Amanda Sampson, Pam Roy, Christine
Darcas, Sarah Wood, Carlie McGough,
Naomi Gray, Samantha Boyle.
First row:

Mary Muirhead, Sara Allen, Melanie Larkey
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provision of theoretical and practical training of
school staff, which has been the basis or a pilot
project we launched with Lanceﬁeld Primary in
FY 2014/15.

Governance and Risk
• Secret Agent Society: In April 2015, L4Life
launched this evidence-based social skills
program for 8 to 12 year olds with
high-functioning ASD. L4Life intends to offe
the 10-week program in schools and is
training additional facilitators to meet
anticipated demand.

2. Rural development
Part of our service expansion, and a strategic
goal unto itself, is to make our high-calibre
assistance available in rural areas that do not
have access to the menu of services available in
metropolitan areas. We will focus on our WSM
and SBSP services for this expansion.

3. Funding
We depend on grants, private donations and
fundraising events to ﬁnance our Fair Access
Program (FAP). Through FAP, we subsidise
our programs for children with ASD from
ﬁnancially disadvantaged families.
With upwards of 11 children in FAP each year,
we aim to raise approximately $250K annually
in subsidy funding.
However, the not-for-project sector is
extremely competitive with respect to accessing
limited government, philanthropic and private
funds. We will continue to invest in our Grant
and Trust Communications program,
ably managed by Christine Darcas, to
proactively seek funding through more formal,
structured routes. But we will also diversify our
effo ts to focus on other philanthropic support
opportunities, including reaching out to the
broader community and support groups to
form productive alliances; creating a strong
alumni community of past families, friends and
community supporters; and managing costefficient fundraising vents.

4. Leadership and Advocacy
As a result of collecting data on almost all of our
children who have received our intensive, early
intervention, home-based ABA programs, we are
uniquely placed to be a leading advocate for the
effi cy of this therapy within Australia.
In FY 2015/16, we will undertake two major
outcome studies: Outcomes for Intensive,
Early Intervention, Home-Based ABA Programs
to a Cohort of Australian Preschool Children with
Autism, and The Identiﬁcation of Variables
Predicting Outcomes for Children with Autism.
We are distinctive in using sessional data,
in addition to standardised test results, in our
analysis, and in having this data for a large sample
of 40 children. No other Australian organisation
has undertaken research into the effe tiveness
of intensive early intervention, home-based,
ABA therapy delivery, or into the variables
predicting these recipients’ outcomes.
This research should provide valuable
information for improving the effe tive and
affo dable treatment of this therapy delivery
within Australia. It will also provide quantitative
evidence of our early intervention programs’
effe tiveness for presentation to philanthropic
funders and prospective families.
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Governance and Risk
To guarantee strong governance practices
within L4Life, in FY 2014/15 we
restructured the Stable Organisational
Management Subcommittee into the
Governance and Risk Management
Committee (G & RM Subcommittee).
In addition to guiding L4Life’s stable and organisational
ﬁnancial management, this subcommittee is
responsible for ensuring that L4Life has robust and
effe tive processes for evaluating our Board,
Board subcommittees and individual Board member
performance, and that the Board fulﬁls its legal,
ethical, and functional responsibilities.
The G & RM Subcommittee will also consult
and advise the Board on ways to improve the
coordination and application of an evidencebased approach to risk management for all
aspects of L4Life.
This subcommittee comprises volunteer Board and
specialist members: Geoff Di on (Chairperson),
Sally McNeilly (HR consultant), Melanie Larkey
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(Executive Officer), Sonia P e (Departmental
Liaison for the Aviation Industry and the Technology
Portfolios), Aaron Gleisner (Australia and
New Zealand Policing Advisory Agency) and
Fred Pieters (former CFO of Police Financial
Services and former Finance Manager of the
Electrical Trades Union of Australia, Victorian
Branch). Fred was kindly introduced to us through
the Governance Mentors Program developed by
Volunteering Western Victoria.

Financial
Analysis
We are very excited to report a $101,021
surplus this ﬁnancial year, an increase from
the $32,725 surplus reported in the
2013/14 ﬁnancial year.
This surplus relates directly to the increase in
therapy services we are now providing to our
families through both our FSM and WSM programs.
In addition, we held our 10th Year Anniversary Ball
in November 2014 that raised a very impressive
$95,000, represented in our Financial Statements as
Fundraising Income.
We are currently holding the operational surplus to
support funding for the implementation of projects
determined from the Strategic Plan to drive our
growth objectives and, of course, to retain a
sensible balance to mitigate operational risks to
our business.

Financial Statement Overview
For the year ended 30 June 2015
The following information has been extracted from the
audited ﬁnancial statements of the Association.
A copy of the audited ﬁnancial statements can be
obtained from the Association upon request.

Revenue from Operating Activities
6%

2%
5% 2%

11%

Therapy Fees
$726,006
Fundraising Events
$154,373
Donations
$128,480
Grants
$72,000
Endowment Fund
$64,423
Consulting
$26,476
Other
$23,191

61%

13%

Statement of Profit or Loss and
Other Comprehensive Income
For the year ended 30 June 2015

Revenue

Note

2015
$

2014
$

The income from grants has decreased signiﬁcantly
from the previous year and is forecast to decrease
further in the coming ﬁnancial year due largely to the
uncertainty surrounding the NDIS. We are pleased
that we can predict sustainability through our cash
reserves, currently held in term deposits with a
balance of $347,573. We will use these funds to
continue subsidising the therapy programs of our
children already in our Fair Access Program (FAP).
It should be noted, however, that these funds are not
sufficient o provide for these children through to
the end of their programs, which generally last
two to three years.

Operating Activities

2

1,171,758

996,680

Other Income

2

23,191

32,588

937,892

857,808

59,978

27,754

1,950

11,502

41,512

34,632

Insurance expense

4,398

4,654

Depreciation

1,677

6,975

—

11,773

46,521

41,445

1,093,928

996,543

As the old adage goes, ‘… from little things, big
things grow’. The Board and L4Life as a whole are
united in our plans to serve the autism community
into the future. We look forward to sharing this
exciting journey with you—our staff, child en,
families, supporters and community.

Surplus for the year

101,021

32,725

—

—

101,021

32,725

Expenses

Employee related costs
Grant and fundraising costs
Psychology test fees
Occupancy costs

Doubtful debts
Other expenses

3

Total expenses

Other comprehensive income
for the year
Total comprehensive
result for the year
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Focus 3: Marketing, Communications and
Marketing
Communications
Our marketing communications activities continued
to build awareness of our work, the social needs it
addresses, and our ongoing need for funding so those
children with ASD from ﬁnancially disadvantaged
families can beneﬁt from our life-changing early
intervention programs.
A major development this year was the assembly of
a reliable service team that is now thoroughly familiar
with our business. Artiﬁshal Studios became our
principle design studio. They refreshed our logo and
are ensuring consistent and time-efficient brandi
across all of our print material. The South Yarrabased WeAreDigital became our specialist website
service, providing on-going website maintenance and
training support at kindly discounted rates.

FY 2014/15 marked two major
achievements in these areas.
The ﬁrst was the important improvement
in the quality of our marketing collateral.
The second was the spectacular
celebration of our 10th anniversary.
L4Life’s Marketing Communications & Fundraising
Subcommittee drives all of its activities in these areas.
The subcommittee is made up of Chair and
Fundraising Director Mary Muirhead, Grants and
Marketing Communications Coordinator Christine
Darcas, L4Life Office Manager C ol Barclay, and
Clinical Consultant and Business Manager Pam Roy.
This year, we were very pleased to welcome
Lucy Hedt—the Engagement and Sustainability
Director at Trash Puppets—to the subcommittee as
a volunteer. With her considerable experience in
social media strategy and video production,
Lucy now provides us with valuable expertise in
these areas as well as strategic marketing input.
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With these suppliers, and the new skills on our
subcommittee, we now have a solid marketing team
moving forward. We are pleased and grateful for the
achievements in this area over FY2014/15:

1. New website
Thanks to the enormous pro bono generosity of
WeAreDigital, we launched our new website in early
December 2014. This collaboration involved in-depth

Fundraising
strategic discussions between the subcommittee
members and WeAreDigital, eventuating in a new site
designed and launched by WeAreDigital with the copy
written by Christine. The site is a crucial improvement
in clarifying our work and increasing our exposure to
the public. In the coming year, we will be focusing on
search engine optimisation along with training with
WeAreDigial so that we can become as autonomous
as possible in managing the site.

2. 10th Anniversary Video
With a grant from Hawthorn Community Chest and
Tom Gleisner’s time, resources and expertise, we had
the privilege of making a very touching video for our
10th Anniversary Ball. The video presents our 10 years
of work supporting children with ASD and the crucial
role fundraising plays in making our therapy available to
those children from families in ﬁnancial need. We will
be presenting this video at subsequent fundraising
events and presentations. It is also on our website.

3. Facebook and Twitter
Mary continued her resourcing and posting of
ASD and ABA-related news, stories and studies on
Facebook, an enormous job. From NDIS activities in
the launch sites to an alarming number of children
with autism going missing, there was plenty of
information to share. We reached 1,000 likes and
growing, spurred also by the new website.
Thanks to Lucy Hedt, we also established our
presence on Twitter and set up Hootsuite, allowing
us to further share this wealth of information and
build awareness around our work.

the newsletter’s frequency back to every
other month. Nonetheless, in FY2014/15
our subscriber base increased by 17%
to 594.
In preparation for the biannual ABA
Conference hosted in April by the ABIA,
we revamped our brochure to include
our expanded services (SAS and
psychological assessments and counselling)
in a more contemporary format.
We also freshened our banner with our
revised logo and these new services.

5. End-of-Financial Year
Campaign
At the end of May through June 2015,
we attempted our most advanced end-of-year
ﬁnancial campaign yet. Hamish Blake, Kate
Langbroek, Sam Pang and Fiﬁ Box all made short
videos supporting our work. Titled ‘Milestones’,
the campaign involved each of these ambassadors
brieﬂy discussing a treasured milestone in their
child’s life: milestones that come so naturally to a
typical child, yet can take weeks, months, even years
for a child with ASD to achieve. Again, Tom
Gleisner kindly contributed his expertise to
weaving these videos together for us.
We launched these videos through Facebook,
Twitter and several emails to our newsletter
subscribers. Although the revenue from the
campaign was modest, the process gave us
meaningful material and learning that we hope
to leverage for future fundraising events.

4. Newsletters, brochure
and banner
In the last six months of 2014, we issued newsletters
at least monthly to cover L4Life news and build
anticipation around our 10th Anniversary Ball.
Given the effort required to prepare each newsletter
and our limited resources, we decided in 2015 to cut
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Events
This ﬁnancial year marked a major milestone:
our 10th year of helping children with ASD
and their families. Which also means it was
our 10th year of fundraising …
In November 2004, we held our inaugural
fundraiser—Twilight on the Balcony—at the
Melbourne University Boat Club. A stand-up function
with 200 people, it kicked off our big enture into
L4Life fundraising and raised $20,000. Every year for
the following eight years, we held an annual ball,
usually themed (Arabian Nights, Heroes and Legends,
Space, Latin, Recycle) and always fantastic fun.
These balls were in addition to many smaller events
that included our Food for Life panels, Kwiz for Kidz
evenings, ﬁlm nights, runs, cycling rides, fashion shows,
sausage sizzles … the list goes on. All ten years of
these activities are listed at the back of this report
Through organising all of these events, we
concentrated on putting one step in front of the
other with the mantra that we would do our best to
raise as much money as possible so that families in
ﬁnancial need could access our ABA programs.

Our 10th Anniversary Ball
A decade later, on Friday 29 November 2014,
we celebrated this massive milestone with our
10th Anniversary Ball. This was the major focus of
our fundraising effo ts in FY 2014/15. Taking place at
the MCG with 350 guests, this event marked an
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exciting ten years of incredible children, dedicated
families, loyal and brilliant staff and onderful
supporters and volunteers.
WCD Workers’ Compensation Solutions
(who helped us cut our birthday cake) were our
Platinum Sponsors. WCD has been an extraordinarily
faithful L4Life supporter and wins the medal for most
frequent attendance and sponsorships of all our
fundraising events. Bendigo Bank (Canterbury,
Ashburton, Surrey Hills and Balwyn Community
branches) was our Bronze Sponsor. In addition to
providing us with attentive banking service since our
early days, Bendigo Bank has also been a frequent ball
sponsor. This 10th anniversary celebration raised
$95,000 (after expenses) and was a testament to the
growth and commitment of our L4Life community.
That spirit is as essential as funding in inspiring and
sustaining us for the future.

Featuring the Tim Campbell Band,
Tom Gleisner and more…
Our Co-Patron, Tom Gleisner, hosted the event with
entertainment by our L4Life Cello Octet, Bodacious
Brass Quintet and the Tim Campbell Band.
The room was rocking with people dancing and
enjoying the music. Our loyal auctioneer,
Antony Woodley from Marshall White, conducted
our very successful live auction and we were thrilled
with the results of our silent auction and raffle
well. We had some outstanding auction items and the
bidding was thrilling and determined.
It is mind-boggling how many organisations and

Rob Sitch, Sarah and Cath Gleisner (RSG Kinder teacher)
and Glenn Robbins

individuals contributed to the auctions and raffle,
all of whom we have listed in our thank yous.
Special thanks goes to our dedicated Ball Committee:
Sarah Brennan, Rashmee Bala, Wendy Cooper, Anna
Dunn, Megan Power, Gill Walton, Margaret Heffe nan
and Georgia Phillips. We are also very grateful to
Gravity Design and Snap Preston for ensuring lovely
corporate brochures, invitations and table pamphlets
and to ShadowFax Wines for providing alcohol that
we could not have affo ded otherwise.

Other Community Events
Run Melbourne and general fundraising
Our other fundraising event this year was
Run Melbourne. We had three runners ﬂying the
L4Life ﬂag: Jean McMullin, Cath Brennan and
Linda Talevski. They all ran 10km and together raised
$2,900. Thanks to these champs for their ﬁne effo t!
In shuffling our calend , the Kwiz for the Kidz trivia
night fell outside the ﬁscal year. It is still an annual
event, however, which regularly books out and is
much enjoyed.

L4Life 10th Anniversary Ball Committee:
Wendy Cooper, Georgia Phillips, Gill Walton,
Mary Muirhead, Rashmee Bala, Margaret Heffernan,
Anna Dunn, Sarah Brennan (absent)

Contributions from the public
continued to come in through the year.
We are extremely grateful to our
handful of monthly donors who have
faithfully contributed to L4Life for
several years. This reliable, private
donor base is a fundraising area that
we hope to develop. Such loyal and
Jean McMullin and Cath Brennan
regular contributions are a blessing for
an organisation like ours whose fundraising income is
not secure from year to year. Our heartfelt thanks to
these kind and strategic donors.

Celebrating our volunteers
We are continuously indebted to our volunteers.
To acknowledge the volunteers who make our work at
L4Life possible, Chair Mary Muirhead and Co-Patron
Tom Gleisner held a celebration dinner in May during
International Volunteers Week. It was a great chance to
thank these generous individuals: those who put the
Ball together, work on our subcommittees and Board,
and provide pro bono services.

Fostering parent support
In May, Mary and Tom also hosted a parent evening,
giving L4Life parents the opportunity to meet each
other and share ideas, challenges and successes that
they have experienced in running their ABA
programs and raising a child with ASD. The support
and insights that our families can share with each
other are invaluable and L4Life encourages these
interactions when possible. Board members and
some staff ere there to answer any questions.
In December, Executive Officer and reasurer
Melanie Larkey held an end-of-year party for families,
staff and Boa d members to celebrate those children
graduating from their programs and all the hard work
everyone contributed over the year. It was a joyous
celebration with a jumping castle, party food, lolly
bags, balloons, barbecue and presents for the L4Life
children and their siblings.

To help a child with autism receive intensive, early intervention
ABA therapy they wouldn't afford otherwise, please donate!

DONATE NOW
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Philanthropic Support
FY 2014/15 was our hardest year
yet for sustaining and generating
philanthropic support.
By the end of 2014, we saw a deﬁnite decrease in
the number of philanthropic organisations offerin
substantial grants in disability. Feedback from the
sector indicates that a number of factors were at play.
While the grant sector tends to be characterised by
philanthropic organisations shifting focus areas to
cover society’s vast needs, perceptions of the pending
NDIS seemed to particularly contribute to some
organisations decreasing attention on disability.
Additionally, fewer grantors advertised grant rounds,
making a network of personal contacts and
relationships especially important to accessing funding.
Our Fair Access Program (FAP)—which subsidises
our ABA-based services for children with ASD from
ﬁnancially disadvantaged families—will feel the
impact of this reduced philanthropic funding the

'As a family foundation committed to helping
every child reach their full potential, we are proud
to support L4Life's research capability. We have
seen first hand the life changing results that
L4Life's dedicated and talented staff are able to
achieve with ASD children and their families
through the application of ABA. It is a privilege
for us to play a small role in helping L4Life
achieve its goal of extending these highly effective
strategies to all ASD children, whatever their
financial circumstances.'
—Cathy Scalzo,
Grace and Emilio Foundation
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most. These children comprise approximately
40%—upwards of 11 of our early intervention
children—a year. In FY 2014/15, we raised $72,000
in grant income to support FAP versus our minimum
annual grant target of approximately $150K.
What’s more, we had an unprecedented 15 FAP
children. Fortunately, with the approximately $65K
we receive annually from the L4Life Endowment
Fund, plus grant, private donations and fundraising
event revenue in the pipeline, we were able to cover
the $230K costs of these children’s clinically
recommended levels through the year. These funds
delivered approximately 4,000 hours of therapy that
these children would not have received otherwise.
We are concerned, however, about covering these
children’s needs after mid 2016 when our current
FAP reserves run out. While the NDIS will be a
welcome injection of funding for some families at
that time, its staged rollout throughout Victoria
means that it will not be available state-wide until
2019. Consequently, many Victorian children with
ASD will still live their formative preschool years—
the years when our therapy has the greatest impact
on their future life course—prior to accessing NDIS
funding. For these children and their families, we will
forge onward in the grant world while doing our
best to expand our funding network.
That said, we are enormously grateful to several
organisations for their continued support of this
program over multiple years: Igniting Change; the
William Angliss Charitable Fund; the John & Betty
Laidlaw Legacy, managed by Equity Trustees; and a
fund that prefers to remain anonymous. We very
much appreciate these organisations’ ongoing belief
in our work. In FY 2014/15, we were also pleased to
welcome the Cooper Investors Philanthropic Fund
to our essential community of FAP supporters.
Additionally, the 5 Point Foundation has been
essential to our stability and growth since late
2012 when they ﬁnanced the creation of what is

now the Clinical Consultant and Business
Manager position. Ably occupied by Pam Roy,
this position has signiﬁcantly strengthened L4Life’s
core capacity to address daily administrative and
clinical operational issues—including funding
challenges—and expand our services to help even
more children with ASD and their families.
Our sincere thanks also to the Grace and Emilio
Foundation for the funding to enable Lovaas
President and CEO, Scott Wright, to visit us to
conduct his annual consultations for our children
in a FSM or WSM program and their families.
In the coming year, the Grace and Emilio Foundation
will be increasing their involvement with L4Life by
providing essential funding for our research.

‘5 Point Foundation have been supporting L4Life
for the past three years. We provided the funding
for the Business Manager role. Working with
L4Life has allowed us to see the impact ABA
therapy has on the children and their families.
We have also had the pleasure of building
relationships with the team at L4Life.
Congratulations to Learning for Life and thank
you for having us involved.’
— Diana Gray, 5 Point Foundation

Advocacy
Building awareness around the
challenges of raising a child with ASD
and ABA’s effectiveness is crucial to
increasing public and private funding for
ABA therapy. L4Life representatives, be
they members of our executive and
therapist staff, our Board, or our
families, attend or participate in nearly
all major Australia-based ABA/ASD
events and forums.
This year we continued our close dialogue
with other ABA service providers in Victoria
and interstate to share our experiences in
delivering ABA therapy. Another important
aim of this dialogue has been to collectively
share information with the NDIA on
minimum recommended hours and associated
funding; assessment and reporting standards;
service provision and quality control; and
research needs—to help ensure that it
delivers the most impactful assistance possible
for children with ASD.
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Focus 4: Research
L4Life continues to work towards ﬁlling the
gap in Australian-speciﬁc research into
ABA’s effectiveness.

effe tiveness of intensive, early intervention,

Our Research Subcommittee—Sarah Wood
(Psychologist, Research Coordinator and Program
Supervisor), Sara Allen (Provisional Psychologist,
Program Supervisor and Research Assistant),
Emma Miller (Clinical Director), Naomi Gray
(Case Manager and Research Assistant),
Dr Amanda Sampson (L4Life Co-Patron and
Vice President of ABIA) and Dr Mary Christian
(former Board member and long-time research
supporter at L4Life)— undertakes all of our
research initiatives.

The second, titled The Identiﬁcation of Variables

Conducting research has been
one of L4Lifes objectives since
its 2004 beginning. The Research
Subcommittee has three
primary goals:
1. Analysing the relationships between
treatments and outcomes for our
FSM graduates and their families.
Since L4Life’s beginning, we have collected assessment
test results and sessional data for each of 40 children
who have graduated from our FSM. As a result,
we are in the exceptional position of possessing a
wealth of information on a large cohort of Australian
children. With this data, we are poised to undertake
two major studies.
The ﬁrst, titled Outcomes for Intensive,
Early Intervention, Home-Based ABA Programs to
a Cohort of Australian Preschool Children with Autism,
will analyse these children’s outcomes,
e.g. how many achieved ‘best outcomes’, what skill
gains they achieved and when. It aims to understand
how children progress through their ABA programs
and will help demonstrate the effe tiveness of our
FSM. This study will be distinctive as the only
Australian research conducted to date on the
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home-based ABA programs conducted on a
cohort of Australian children.

Predicting Outcomes for Children with Autism,
will analyse the presence of predictive factors for
these outcomes. This information will provide
important insight into how the nature of a child’s
response to their ABA program impacts his or her
pathways. Factors such as a child’s baseline strengths
and weaknesses in certain skill areas will be studied to
help us understand what kind of progress a child
might make in those areas and the link with outcome
at graduation. No Australian research has been
conducted to date on the predictive factors for
individual children’s outcomes.
As evidence of the effe tiveness of our best-practice
early intervention programs, our hope is that these
studies will provide valuable information that can
strengthen the treatment of Australian children on
the spectrum. We further hope that they will
reinforce L4Life’s sustainability and growth by
demonstrating the measurable outcomes that
prospective funders and families increasingly require.
A third research study we intend to undertake will
analyse parent stress around their children’s ABA
programs. On the one hand, the support and proactive
treatment a family receives via their child’s ABA
program can be extremely positive. On the other, the
all-consuming experience of receiving up to 40 hours a
week can be overwhelming.
Our parents continue to complete a series of stress
measures when their children begin the FSM and
when they have completed one year of the program.
By measuring parental stress levels we aim to better
understand what elements of ABA therapy do, or
do not, heighten parental stress. This information will
give us important insight into how we can better
support parents during the therapy process.

2. Collating the data for these children

The other four panel members were:

As mentioned, we have been collecting standardised
psychological assessment results and skill
development data from almost every FSM child’s
therapy session since L4Life’s beginning. This is an
enormous amount of information that requires
attentive collation for analysis. Naomi and Sara
conduct this activity. A third party, Amanda Abel at
the Centre for Child Development, conducts our
psychological assessment testing.

Dr Peter Gerhardt, Executive Director of the

3. Communicating our research findings
and building relationships with
researchers, academics and
professionals within the autism
community in Australia and overseas.

US-based Educational Partnership for Instructing
Children; Mitch Taubmann, Director of Autism
Partnership US; Sarah Wilson, President of ABIA;
and Wendy White, Assistant Principal and Inclusion
Teacher at Moomba Park Primary School.
As part of our determination to demonstrate the
importance of using ABA in schools to help children
achieve best learning outcomes, we sponsored the
conference’s School Stream. This was the ﬁrst time
we had sponsored a conference stream.
A number of clinical and administrative staff als
attended this conference. Program Supervisors
Claire Taptil and Carlie McGough designed and

Once we have completed our two research studies,
we expect to present our ﬁndings at conferences
including the Australasian Paciﬁc Autism Conference,
College of Educational and Developmental
Psychology Conference and the ABA Today
Conference. We will also pursue the publication of
these studies in Australia and overseas.

presented a poster outlining how the iPad app

We are already establishing our research presence
within Victoria’s autism community. In April 2015,
Sarah Wood presented her paper titled Variation in
outcomes for children with autism following early
intensive behavioural
intervention: What makes the
diffe ence? at the Melbournebased ABA Today conference
hosted by the ABIA.
This paper is based on Sarah’s
masters thesis, which focuses
on identifying predictive
factors on an initial 16 children.

Etihad Stadium. Additionally, Sarah Wood attended

Sarah was also part of the
expert panel for the
Q&A session that was
moderated by Tom Gleisner.

Proloquo2go operates as a picture exchange system
that empowers children with ASD who struggle with
verbal communication to express themselves.
In August 2014, Sarah Wood, Dr Amanda Sampson,
Melanie Larkey and Mary Muirhead also attended the
AMAZE (formerly Autism Victoria) conference at
the Australasian Society for Autism Research
Conference at LaTrobe University in
December 2014.

Q&A Expert Panel at the ABA Today conference
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A Family with Two Boys on the Spectrum
Throughout his infancy and toddlerhood,
Thomas met the ‘typical’ milestones for
developing children.
He started to crawl, talk, and walk when he was
supposed to and happily interacted with his family.
His language steadily evolved from a few words, to
more words, then to sentences that expressed
sophisticated concepts and relationships in his world.
Based on standard medical evaluations, there was
no evident reason for concern.

Thomas at 9 years
old with his sister
Isabella

Yet by the time he was three years old, his parents,
who live in the rural community of Alexandra, sensed
that something wasn’t quite right. Thomas would
become upset and anxious with changes in his
environment. When people visited the house, he
threw prolonged and inconsolable tantrums. He also
seemed to have diffic ty focusing and had a tendency
to meander when left to his own devices. He became
ﬁxated on certain toys. Concerned, his mother Melissa
took him to a paediatrician. After examining Thomas,
the paediatrician dismissed her concerns and
attributed Thomas’ behaviours to their parenting style.

Nonetheless, Melissa and her husband Stephen
enrolled Thomas in a local early intervention centre
that he attended four hours a week outside of school.
There, he focused on play skills. Worried about
Thomas’ awkward running and general coordination,
she undertook the ﬁve-hour round trip to
Melbourne once a week to see an occupational
therapist. After working with Thomas, that person
shared Melissa’s concerns. However, the visiting
specialists and staff t the early intervention centre
reassured Melissa that whilst Thomas did exhibit
some ASD traits, ‘they were not enough to put him
on the spectrum’.
When Thomas was in prep, Melissa fell pregnant with
Logan. Their daughter, Isabella, was two at the time.
When Logan was born, they became a family with
three children under ﬁve years old.
Through Thomas’ school, Melissa and Stephen were
able to enrol him in a play-based program at
lunchtimes with an aide who concentrated on his
social skills. ‘He was diffe ent,’ says Melissa, describing
how Thomas would pace the playground on his own.
‘The gap between him and the others wasn’t great,
but it was still a concern.’
While Melissa balanced her full-time job as an
accountant with caring for Thomas and Isabella, trips
to Melbourne to visit the occupational therapist, and
household responsibilities, Logan developed as a
happy and spirited child. He loved his cuddles and
spending time with people. Although a little slow
learning to crawl and walk, he started talking and
clearly understood words by 18 months.
But by the time he was two years old, Melissa sensed
he wasn’t developing like his peers either. Like Thomas
in his toddler years, Logan threw tantrums when told
‘no’ about anything. But, unlike Thomas, Logan ﬂapped
his hands, ran around constantly and had no sense of
danger. He slept poorly and often woke in the middle
of the night laughing. Particularly alarming was the fact
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Tackle Autism in Country Victoria
that his communication from 18 months old seemed
to be reversing, his use and understanding of what
words he knew disappearing.
Having already been dismissed by her paediatrician
with her concerns about Thomas, Melissa felt
helpless, under-resourced and anxious about what to
do for Logan. Although she believed in her heart that
something was particularly amiss with Logan, she was
reluctant to push health experts and be perceived as
‘one of those parents chasing shadows’.
All of that changed after she stumbled upon a
television show titled Unlocking Autism.
Melissa immediately recognised Logan’s behaviours.
That week, she found a new paediatrician.
He diagnosed Logan with Autism and Thomas
with Asperger’s Syndrome.
Melissa and Stephen trawled the resources in and
around rural Alexandra to help both boys. Faced with
limited treatment options and the continued need to
work full-time and care for their three children, the
family resorted to assembling an approach of their
own for Logan. They enrolled him in the Early Start
Denver Model (ESDM) in Melbourne where, for one
hour a week, an ESDM practitioner established
strategies and goals that an aide spent six hours a
week implementing at day-care and a carer spent six
hours a week implementing at home. This was in
addition to one hour a week of one-on-one with a
local speech therapist, four hours a week in a local
early intervention centre, plus Thomas’ Melbournebased visits to the occupational therapist and a voice
and drama program for children with ASD.
Melissa recalls: ‘We were physically and emotionally
drained and still coming to terms with what we were
dealing with. It was a time of great uncertainty and
frustration. Despite all our effo ts, it felt like we
weren’t doing enough.’
Shortly after Logan began his ESDM therapy, he had
his ﬁrst epileptic seizure: a short shudder with a blank

stare. As Logan’s seizures became
more and more frequent and
severe, Melissa and Stephen
confronted, again, the frustration
of limited local resources,
dismissive health professionals and
long lead times for diagnosis.
Melissa abandoned her career as
an accountant and spent a year
with Logan through neurologist
appointments, EEGs, PET scans,
MRIs, lumbar punctures and a
series of medications. Within a
year, Logan’s speech almost entirely
disappeared. After exhausting all
other avenues and much distress, the family decided,
under the expert care of the Royal Children’s
Hospital (RCH) team, to let him undergo a 15-hour
brain surgery to remove his abnormal brain tissue.

Logan at age 4

The surgery successfully brought Logan’s epilepsy to a
manageable level. As a testament to their family’s
resilience, Melissa focuses on the silver lining: the
superior care by the RCH that rescued her child.
‘Without the RCH’s intervention, Logan would not
have been able to make the progress that came after.’
Indeed, after losing over a year of development
battling his epilepsy combined with the autism,
Logan needed intensive assistance to give him the
best opportunity to catch up with his peers.
A third paediatrician that the more assertive Melissa
hired—a doctor more informed about both autism
and epilepsy—gave her the card for Emma Miller,
L4Life’s Clinical Director.
Starting in February 2013, just two months after
Logan’s epilepsy surgery, Emma and L4Life Supervisor
Sara Allen trained every one of Logan’s carers and
educational instructors—family members, kinder
aides, his school teacher and a local therapist team—
in ABA-based therapy delivery. Once a month, all of
‘Team Logan’ would travel down to L4Life to review
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Logan’s program, goals and
strategies. For a year, this
therapist team delivered an
early intervention program
to him at home and in
kinder, focusing on his
receptive and expressive
language, attention and
instruction following, play
skills, toilet training and the
persistent biting he had
developed when frustrated.
In addition to the team’s
monthly meetings at L4Life,
Emma or Sara visited
Alexandra monthly to
observe Logan and his
team’s progress.
Logan now

Melissa and Stephen also enrolled Thomas in L4Life’s
School Behavioural Support Program (SBSP). When

Thomas now

Emma and Sara visited Alexandra, they observed
Thomas and consulted with
his teacher, school staff an
Melissa on best strategies to
help him achieve his
academic potential.
Melissa and Stephen credit
the SBSP with giving Thomas’
school staff impo tant insight
into how he operates and
constructive responses to his
behaviours. As a result of
this support, Thomas, now
12 years old, is coping better
at school. The school staff
are more capable of
recognising how his needs
differ o the other children’s
and allow him additional
breaks and time to learn the
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curriculum. Thomas is progressing in all areas of the
curriculum and is willingly engaging in social
interactions in the classroom. Emma or Sara now
consults on Thomas’ progress about once a term.
For his part, Logan, now 7 years old, attends
mainstream school with a full-time aide. Sara or
Emma drive up to Alexandra once a month to meet
with the family and school to observe and support his
behavioural progress. He talks and understands, can
sit and attend to lessons, enjoys maths, is toilet
trained, understands danger and perceives the
diffe ent people in his life and their relation to him.
Logan’s development and the support his family has
experienced with L4Life are sources of relief and
hope for his parents. ‘Everyone I’ve dealt with has
been professional and they always come up with a
strategy to cover what we are dealing with at the
time,’ says Melissa. ‘It’s comforting to know they are
always there to support me.’
What’s more, Melissa’s experience coping with her
sons’ ASD has transformed her into a formidable
ASD advocate. She is pursuing a $40,000 grant to
build their school’s understanding around ASD and
capacity to apply ABA-based techniques—a program
that L4Life will deliver based on its pilot project at
Lanceﬁeld Primary School. The aims are to skill up
school staff o help all their students with ASD, and
other children with problem behaviours, to achieve
their academic potential, and to foster acceptance
amongst the school’s ‘typical’ student body.
Gone is the woman intimidated by authorities that
tended to dismiss her concerns. She’s been replaced
by a savvier individual conﬁdent in her understanding
of how society is failing children with ASD and
determined to do something about it. Melissa herself
recounts how someone recently asked her what
happened to the young and quiet girl she was
18 years ago.
Her response? ‘That girl couldn’t have handled this.’

Thank you…
Thank you to the following donors and supporters for 2014–15
Corporate
WCD Workers’ Compensation Solutions
Bendigo Bank — Canterbury, Mont Albert,
Surrey Hills and Balwyn branches
MusicWorks Magic
Working Dog Productions
Australian Motoring Services

Community Groups and Clubs
Bellevue Kindergarten
Rotary Club of Mont Albert
and Surrey Hills
Hawthorn Community Chest
Banyule Council

Trusts and Foundations

The Cooper Investors Philanthropic Fund
The William Angliss Charitable Fund
The Grace and Emilio Foundation
Anonymous

Service Supporters
Wilson Pateras
Todd Beavis
Gravity Design
Snap Printing Preston
Sally McNeilly — Peak HR
WeAreDigital
Cath Gleisner
Events for Everyone
DFK Kidsons

The 5 Point Foundation
Igniting Change Foundation
John & Betty Laidlaw Legacy
The Learning for Life Endowment Fund

Major Private Donors
The Cross Family
The McNeilly Family
The McCoppin Family
The Rogers Family
The donors celebrating
Dr Amanda Sampson’s Birthday
Pallet Logistics P/L

Fundraising Committee
Sarah Brennan
Rashmee Bala
Wendy Cooper
Gill Walton
Georgia Phillips
Anna Dunn
Mary Muirhead
Anne Muirhead
Margaret Heffe nan
Naomi Simmonds
Megan Power

Special thanks to the following organisations and individuals for supporting our 10th Anniversary Ball!
230 Boutique
Altitude Volvo
Ann Scott
Annabelle Hale
Antler
Antony Woodley
Apatchy London/Australia
Bec’s Baubles
Bed Bath and Table
Betty McDowell
Bodacious Brass
Body Corporate Strata
Brendan/Tess Woodley
Café Paradiso
Cathy Quinn
Centonove
Charlie Dumpling
Charlotte Strantzen
Coles
Crown Metropol
Dimattina’s

Epicure
Essendon FC/Chris Heffernan
Eugenie Cashmere
Faye Spencer
Flinders Golf Club
Gluten Free 4 U
GM Strategy Coles
GMS Silver
Gravity Design
Green Acres Golf Club
Grosvenor Drycleaners
Hawthorn Community Chest
Hokey Curator
Ian and Marissa Angelico
Ian Sharp Jewellery
John Salter/Travel Vanuatu
Jonathon Ward
Joyleen Peters
JPJ Audio
Kaiser Baas
Lisa Noonan

Lyndall Francis
Mac Forbes
Mandy Sampson
McNeilly/Orchard Family
Melbourne Victory
Metallicus
Murcotts
Nature’s Formula
Nike
O and W by Oscar and Wild
Palace Cinemas
Parenthood
Pharmore, Hawthorn
Philip Robertson
Renew Physiotherapy
Reunion Café
Rhodes Hair Salon and Spa
Rocket catering
Signorellis Nth Balwyn
Snap Preston
Something Diffe ent

Stan Yarramunua
Strike Bowling
Studio Craft
Suncheeter
Talk Coffe
The Cilauro Family
Toy Workshop
Turner and Lane
Universal Beauty
Vanessa Australia
Velissaris Photography
Village Roadshow
Virgin Mobile
Viva Celli
WCD Workers’
Compensation Solutions
Windmill Educational Toys
Working Dog Productions
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Ten Years of Milestones
2011

2010

• 16 FSM, 2 WSM, 11 subsidised, 15 SBSP
• Fundraisers: third Kwiz for the Kidz, first Food for Life, first Murray to Moyne Team Toro,
Bunnings BBQ, Run Melbourne, Open Gardens Alphington, seventh Ball: Recycle
• Christine Darcas—future Grants and Marketing Communications Coordinator—
begins as casual grants writer
• Therapist mentor program created
• Formal recruitment and career structures established
• Chief Happiness Officer position established
• Move to third premises, 463A Whitehorse Road in Balwyn
• University Placement Program for aspiring therapists established with Deakin University

• Workshop Model (WSM) launched
• School Behavioural Support Program
(SBSP) launched
• 12 FSM, 2 WSM, 7 subsidised, 11 SBSP
• Director Mary Muirhead and Executive
•
•

2012

• 21 FSM, 5 WSM, 11 subsidised, 20 SBSP
• Fundraisers: fourth Kwiz for the Kidz, second Food for Life,
•
•

2015

2013

• 21 FSM, 7 WSM,
10 subsidised, 15 SBSP
• Fundraisers: fifth Kwiz for

•
•
•

the Kidz, third Food for
Life, Kickin it for the Kids
Triple M Hot Breakfast
Team (car raffle alpha
romeo), Chain Reaction
Bike Ride, Hair the Musical
by StageArt,
Run Melbourne,
Tough Mudder,
Bunnings BBQ x2
Business Manager
position created thanks
to a grant from the 5
Point Foundation
Mary Muirhead awarded
inaugural KVF Jubb
Community Achievement
Award
Inaugural Thanksgiving
cocktail party

•
•

Sports Education and Development Assoc,
Film fundraiser: Working Dog’s Any Questions for Ben?,
Film fundraiser: Kath & Kimderella, Pave the Way Campaign,
Garage Sale, Run Melbourne, City to Surf,
eighth Ball: Heroes and Legends
Director and Co-founder Mary Muirhead
awarded Boroondara Volunteer of the Year
RMIT joins L4Life’s University Work Placement Program

Officer Melanie Larkey travel to the
Lovaas Institute in Los Angeles and
train in Lovaas’s business model and
therapy delivery.
Rachel Larke, resident psychologist,
attends three-month training
secondment to Lovaas with a grant
from Working Dog Productions.
Lovaas gifts L4Life the licence to use
its Certified Training Program for all
therapist training.
Community service volunteer initiative
for secondary school students begins.
Fundraisers: second Kwiz for the Kidz,
Ferris Family Murray to Moyne cycle
event, Bay Riders/Team Toro Murray to
Moyne ride, Prime Pharmacy Group
market and fundraising activities, Run
Melbourne, Source Bottle Fundraiser,
Melbourne Marathon, Communication
Shutdown Fundraiser, Quilters
Association of Australia raffle,
Livestock Transport Assoc of Vic
Auction Warnambool, sixth Ball: Space

(through June 30th)

• Secret Agent Society
•

(SAS) Social Skills
program launched
20 FSM, 7 WSM,
13 subsidised, 22 SBSP,
3 SAS

2014

• 23 FSM, 9 WSM, 13 subsidised, 17 SBSP
• Fundraisers: sixth Kwiz for the Kidz, Chain Reaction Bike Ride,
Run Melbourne, ninth Ball: 10 Year Anniversary Celebration
• Mary Muirhead awarded Order of Australia Medal for Services
to Families with Disabilities
• Vic ABA Providers Director and L4Life Clinical Consultant
Pam Roy becomes Clinical Consultant and Business Manager
• Clinical Director Emma Miller is top four finalist for the
•
•

Victorian Disability Sector Award for Excellence in Improving
Learning and Development Outcomes
New website launched
Four subcommittees established: Best Practice ABA Therapy,
Stable Organisational and Financial Management, Marketing
Communications and Fundraising, Research
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2004

• L4Life founded by

•

Dr Amanda
Sampson,
Mary Muirhead,
Tom Gleisner,
Pam Roy,
Naomi Labrum
and Cathy Ryan
around the
Gleisner’s dinning
room table.
First fundraiser:
Twilight on the
Balcony

2008

• 14 FSM families, 6 subsidised
• Fundraisers: Art Show at MARS Gallery, Car Boot Sale and Market, Run Melbourne,
fourth Ball: Las Vegas
• Melanie Larkey—future Executive Officer, Treasurer and Board member—
begins volunteering for L4Life
• Emma Miller—future Clinical Director for both L4Life and ABACUS Learning Centre—
begins work at L4Life as a therapist.
• Australian Government launches the Helping Children with Autism (HCWA) package and approves
L4Life on the service provider panel. L4Life begins processing clients through HCWA.

2009

• 13 FSM families, 6 subsidised
• Fundraisers: Lions Club Dinner, first Kwiz for the Kidz,
•
•

Run Melbourne, Peridot Theatre Night, Hawthorn Community
Chest Film Fundraiser, Open Gardens at Bron and Chris’,
Ferris Family Murray to Moyne ride, fifth Ball: Arabian Nights
Learning for Life Endowment Fund established
Carol Barclay joins L4Life as Office Manager

2007

• 11 FSM families, 7 subsidised
• Fundraisers: Fifi Box on Dancing With The Stars,
•
•
•

Grove Roaders 3 Peaks Challenge, Lions Club of
Melbourne Markets Dinner, third Ball: Friday Night Fever
Move to second premises,
Suite 7, 1157–1159 Burke Road, Kew
First website launched
Uni student Sarah Wood—future Psychologist,
ABA researcher and L4Life Supervisor—
starts at L4Life as a therapist.

2006

• 8 FSM families, 5 subsidised
• Fundraisers: Lions Club of Melbourne
Markets Dinner, second Ball: Latin

Historical list of service delivery locations:

2005

• Full-Service Model
•
•

(FSM) launched
with 3 families
(2 subsidised) and
5 therapists
L4Life occupies
first premises,
276 Canterbury Road,
Surrey Hills
Fundraisers: Fashion for
Life, first Ball: Time of
Your Life

Acheron
Albert Park
Alphington
Altona Meadows
Ascot Vale
Ashwood Vic
Aspendale Gardens
Avondale Heights
Balwyn
Beaumaris
Bentleigh East
Brighton
Bulleen
Bundoora
Burwood
Cairnlea
Camberwell
Canterbury
Caroline Springs
Clifton Hill
Docklands

Eaglemont
East St Kilda
Essendon
Footscray
Glen Iris
Glen Waverley
Glenroy
Greensborough
Greenvale
Hampton
Hawthorn
Hillside
Ivanhoe
Kew
Lilydale
Macleod
Malvern
Melton
Mitcham
Mont Albert
Montmorency
Moonee Ponds

Mooroolbark
North Carlton
Northcote
Nunawading
Parkdale
Point Cook
Reservoir
Richmond
Rosanna
Rowville
Rye
Seddon
South Yarra
Surrey Hills
Taylor Lakes
Templestowe
Toorak
Warrandtye
Waterways
Wattle Glen
Williamstown

463A Whitehorse Road
Balwyn, Victoria 3103
PO Box 58
Surrey Hills, Victoria 3127
Phone: (03) 9836 5516
Fax: (03) 9836 0584
Email: admin@learningforlife.com.au
Website: www.learningforlife.com.au
ABN 47 260 122 955

